Ref.: NITT/SW/Students/2020-21 Date: 10-03-2021

Note to the students:

The students are directed to follow the below procedure while applying for bonafide certificates/scholarship forms, etc. through online:

- The bonafide certificate requests (along with filled in Bonafide Certificate forms) should be forwarded through concerned department HoDs, (For I year B.Tech. students, it should be through First Year Professor in-charge). After the endorsement from HoD with signature in the appropriate place, send it to Associate Dean (SW) via e-mail (adsw@nitt.edu).
- The certificates will be issued to the students from the Office of the Dean(SW) through the student’s Institute e-mail id.
- The students should use NITT webmail ID only. The request from other e-mail ids will not be considered for issuing the certificate.

Dr. J. Jerald
Associate Dean(SW)